
FIUME MASTERCLASSES
Learn from the experts

2019



£50 per person
includes a glass of bubbles, a plate of pasta and a dolce

For groups from 3 up to 12 guests

During 1 hour with an experienced pasta Chef, learn how 

to make a classic fresh Italian pasta, from the dough 

making to the perfect al-dente cooking. After your 1 

hour masterclass, sit down and indulge in your 

masterpiece with a glass of bubbles, followed by a 

sweet treat.
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THE PASTA

With Francesco Mazzei’s Chefs



£50 per person
includes a glass of bubbles, a pinsa and a dolce

For groups from 3 up to 12 guests

From dough making to the cooking techniques,  1 hour 

with our experienced pizza Chef will have you ready 

to impress your guests with pizzaiolo skills and the 

secret to a perfect crisp. After your masterclass, sit 

down and enjoy your very own pinsa with a glass of 

bubbles, followed by a dessert.
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THE PINSA

With Francesco Mazzei’s Chefs



THE MARSALA TIRAMISU

£50 per person
includes a glass of bubbles, a pizza and a tiramisu

For groups from 3 up to 12 guests

Step by step, learn how to prepare one of the world’s 

favourite desserts. 

After your 1 hour masterclass with our experienced pastry 

chef,  your efforts will be rewarded by eating your 

own creation. But first, we will serve you bubbles and 

pizzas. A great moment to share with friends or 

family. 

We warn you, do not expect leftovers.
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With Francesco Mazzei’s Chefs



WHEN AND WHERE

Tuesday to Thursday, between 3pm and 5pm

Email ceciles@danddlondon.com or call 0203.904.9010

Please expect the experience to last around 1h and a half.

Our proudly Italian restaurant from Chef Francesco Mazzei and D&D London. 

Fiume (the Italian word for river) sits right on the bank of the River Thames in 

Battersea Power Station’s Circus West Village.

With unrivalled views of the Thames and a large Mediterranean piazza-style 

terrace to enjoy them from, the restaurant is the perfect setting for tucking into 

rustic southern Italian recipes and aperitivos. Inspired by the traditional food of 

Francesco’s homeland, the Mezzogiorno, the restaurant will serve wholesome, 

hearty recipes made with fresh, vibrant ingredients from the Med.

Whether it is for brunch, lunch, aperitivo or dinner, Fiume is a beautiful laid-back 

spot to spend time with your friends and family. 
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mailto:ceciles@danddlondon.com


Fiume | Circus West, Battersea Power Station, SW11 8EZ | T 020 3904 9010

https://www.fiume-restaurant.co.uk

@FiumeLondon |     FiumeLondon |     fiume.london

https://www.fiume-restaurant.co.uk/

